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ABSTRACT:
Although substantial variability is observed in the articulatory implementation of the constriction gestures

involved in /�/ production, studies of articulatory-acoustic relations in /�/ have largely ignored the potential for sub-

tle variation in the implementation of these gestures to affect salient acoustic dimensions. This study examines

how variation in the articulation of American English /�/ influences the relative sensitivity of the third formant to

variation in palatal, pharyngeal, and labial constriction degree. Simultaneously recorded articulatory and acoustic

data from six speakers in the USC-TIMIT corpus was analyzed to determine how variation in the implementation

of each constriction across tokens of /�/ relates to variation in third formant values. Results show that third formant

values are differentially affected by constriction degree for the different constrictions used to produce /�/.

Additionally, interspeaker variation is observed in the relative effect of different constriction gestures on third for-

mant values, most notably in a division between speakers exhibiting relatively equal effects of palatal and pharyn-

geal constriction degree on F3 and speakers exhibiting a stronger palatal effect. This division among speakers

mirrors interspeaker differences in mean constriction length and location, suggesting that individual differences in

/�/ production lead to variation in articulatory-acoustic relations. VC 2020 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Articulatory characteristics of American English /�/

In rhotic dialects of American English, the approximant

/�/ is typically formed by the coordination of three supralar-

yngeal constrictions: a labial constriction, a lingual constric-

tion along the palatal vault, and a pharyngeal constriction

formed by the tongue root (Alwan et al., 1997; Delattre and

Freeman, 1968; Westbury et al., 1998). Although this basic

articulatory composition of /�/ remains largely stable across

speakers and contexts in American English, extensive vari-

ability is observed in the token-to-token realization of these

composite constrictions. Over two dozen distinct tongue

postures have been described for /�/ in the literature, with

many more likely attested in speech (Delattre and Freeman,

1968; Mielke et al., 2010; Tiede et al., 2004; Westbury

et al., 1998). The most striking aspect of this variation in

tongue posture, and the most extensively studied, is the vari-

ation observed in the realization of the palatal constriction

gesture. Although some type of lingual constriction is

invariably observed along the palatal vault in /�/ production,

the exact location of this constriction and the part of the

tongue used to create it vary dramatically. The constriction

can be made with either the tongue tip, blade, or dorsum,

with its location lying anywhere in a region extending from

the postalveolar to palatovelar regions of the palate.

Previous work on /�/ production has revealed some of this

variation is context-dependent, with higher rates of anterior

tongue postures observed pre-vocalically, adjacent to back

or low vowels, and in the environment of a labial consonant,

and greater magnitude of the palatal constriction observed

in syllable onset (Campbell et al., 2010; Delattre and

Freeman, 1968; Gick, 1999; Guenther et al., 1999;

Hagiwara, 1995; Mielke et al., 2010, 2016; Ong and Stone,

1998; Westbury et al., 1998; Zawadski and Kuehn, 1980).

However, much of the observed variation appears to be

purely idiosyncratic in nature, with different speakers pre-

ferring different lingual configurations for the production of

/�/ without any obvious physiological or acoustic motivation

(Boyce et al., 2015; Delattre and Freeman, 1968; Westbury

et al., 1998; cf. Bakst and Johnson, 2018).

While variation in the realization of the palatal constric-

tion gesture has received the most attention in the literature,

there is evidence that the pharyngeal and labial constriction

gestures in /�/ exhibit similar patterns of variation. The man-

ifestation of the labial constriction gesture varies not only in

the magnitude of lip compression and protrusion but also in
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its presence, with the attestation of a labial constriction ges-

ture varying across speakers and contexts in studies of /�/

articulation (Lindau, 1985; Mielke et al., 2016; Zawadski

and Kuehn, 1980). Although frequently realized in pre-

vocalic /�/ and in the proximity of labial consonants, in coda

/�/ labial gestures are often either reduced in magnitude in

comparison to onset /�/ or entirely absent (Campbell et al.,
2010; Mielke et al., 2016; Zawadski and Kuehn, 1980).

Although less is known about potential variability in the

realization of the pharyngeal constriction gesture, this likely

reflects the difficulty of measuring movement in the pharynx

rather than a lack of variability in this gesture’s realization,

as articulatory synergies between different parts of the

tongue would suggest that the observed variation in the real-

ization of the palatal gesture would lead to some degree of

variation in pharyngeal articulation. Research utilizing

methods that allow imaging of the pharynx suggests that the

realization of the pharyngeal gesture does exhibit some

amount of regular variation, and that this may be tied to

variation in the palatal constriction. Tongue postures with a

greater degree of concavity tend to have higher pharyngeal

constrictions than those with little to no concavity (Alwan

et al., 1997; Delattre and Freeman, 1968). For example,

Alwan and colleagues (1997) noted that the two speakers in

their study who used the posterior tongue body to make the

palatal constriction for /�/ exhibited more inferior pharyn-

geal constrictions than a single speaker who produced pala-

tal constrictions with the anterior tongue body.

B. Articulatory-acoustic relations in /�/ production

Previous research has suggested that the considerable

variability observed in /�/ articulation is largely absent from

perceptually salient components of the acoustic signal, with

perceptually important acoustic properties of this segment

characterized as relatively stable across speakers and tokens

[although see Hashi et al. (2003) and Zhou et al. (2008) for

discussion of possible acoustic correlates of articulatory var-

iation in /�/]. The most prominent acoustic feature of /�/ is

its extremely low F3 value, which falls approximately

60%–80% below the average F3 for a neutral vowel for a

given speaker (Boyce and Espy-Wilson, 1997; Delattre and

Freeman, 1968; Hagiwara, 1995). Although other properties

of the acoustic signal, such as the high F2 values observed

in /�/, have been shown to affect the perception of rhoticity

(Heselwood and Plug, 2011; Polka and Strange, 1985), the

relative stability of F3 in the production of /�/ is likely cru-

cial in conveying the identity of this segment from speaker

to listeners, as empirical evidence suggests that the low F3

in /�/ is the most salient acoustic correlate of this segment

(Boyce and Espy-Wilson, 1997; O’Connor et al., 1957;

Twist et al., 2007).

Given this, it is unsurprising that most research on

acoustic-articulatory relations in /�/ has found that static F3

values do not appear to be systematically affected by varia-

tion in tongue posture (e.g., King and Ferragne, 2020;

Westbury et al., 1998; cf. Hagiwara, 1995), with differences

in the distance between F4 and F5 the only consistently

observed acoustic effect of this large-scale articulatory vari-

ation (Espy-Wilson and Boyce, 1999; Zhou et al., 2008).

However, the general observation that the frequency of F3

remains relatively low across the articulatory variation

observed in /�/, without systematic effects of tongue posture

on F3, does not entail that there is a complete lack of varia-

tion in F3 values across tokens of /�/. Systematic patterns of

parallel variation in /�/ articulation and acoustics do appear

to emerge across different speech rates and prosodic envi-

ronments. Specifically, higher (although still relatively low)

F3 values have been observed for /�/ in the same prosodic

contexts where the palatal and labial gestures exhibit a

decrease in articulatory magnitude, such as in the coda of a

syllable (e.g., Gick, 1999; Hagiwara, 1995; Zawadzki and

Kuehn, 1980).

Attempts to explain the maintenance of low F3 values

across the variety of articulatory configurations observed in

/�/ have been made based on its articulatory composition

using both Perturbation Theory (Johnson, 1997; Ohala,

1985) and multi-tube models (Alwan et al., 1997; Espy-

Wilson et al., 2000; Stevens, 1998). Multi-tube models, in

which the vocal tract is modeled as a series of tubes, have

generally had greater success than accounts based solely on

Perturbation Theory in accounting for the precise F3 values

observed in specific productions of /�/ (Alwan et al., 1997;

Espy-Wilson et al., 2000). However, as the principles of

Perturbation Theory allow for clear explanations of and pre-

dictions regarding how relatively small changes in the realiza-

tion of articulatory constrictions may affect specific formants

(Lammert and Narayanan, 2015), we consider its predictions

useful for understanding how subtle variation in the realization

of constrictions may affect formant values.

Perturbation Theory has been used to show that varia-

tion in the length and location of constrictions in the vocal

tract influences the sensitivity of individual formants to

changes in the degree of constriction. In Perturbation Theory

(Chiba and Kajiyama, 1941; Fant, 1968; Stevens, 1998), con-

strictions that are located at the volume velocity maxima

(antinodes) of the standing wavelength for a given resonance

of the vocal tract lower the frequency of that resonance,

while constrictions made at the volume velocity minima

(nodes) of the standing wavelength raise its frequency. In

this way, variation in the location of constrictions within the

vocal tract has been shown to influence patterns of formant

raising and lowering. This facilitates modeling of the for-

mant patterns characterizing different sounds based on the

general location of the constriction(s) used to form them in

the vocal tract, as stronger effects are observed the closer the

constriction is to an extremum.

The length of the relevant constriction has additionally

been shown to interact with a constriction’s position in the

vocal tract in generating the observed lowering or raising

effect of that constriction. As the length of a constriction

increases, formant sensitivity to changes in the articulation

of that constriction generally decreases, meaning that the

magnitude of an observed raising or lowering effect would
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be smaller for a long constriction than for a shorter constric-

tion with otherwise comparable articulatory realization. This

is especially true of higher formants, like F3, which exhibit

reduced sensitivity for longer constriction lengths relative to

lower formants (Lammert and Narayanan, 2015).

Constriction degree is also predicted to play a crucial

role in determining the formant values measured for a given

vocal tract configuration, as changes in the degree of a con-

striction should scale the sensitivity of all formants in such a

way that narrower constrictions produce larger changes in

formant values than more open constrictions (Mrayati et al.,
1988; Stevens, 1998).

As the location of each supralaryngeal constriction

involved in /�/ production corresponds roughly to an F3 veloc-

ity maximum in a neutral tube, Perturbation Theory would

predict that they would all contribute to the F3 lowering

observed in /�/ (Hagiwara, 1995; Johnson, 1997; Zhang et al.,
2003), and consequently, that the changes in the length, loca-

tion, and degree of these constrictions should influence the

extent of F3 lowering across tokens of /�/. The compatible pat-

terns of variation in gestural magnitude and F3 frequencies for

/�/ across different contexts lends some credence to the plausi-

bility of these predictions, as such relationships fall out natu-

rally from the proposed scaling effect of constriction degree

on formant sensitivity. However, to our knowledge, few stud-

ies have examined precisely how subtle changes in the articu-

lation of the different constrictions involved in /�/ production

affect F3 values across tokens (cf. Guenther et al., 1999), or

the potential effects of variation in the realization of the non-

palatal gestures on /�/ acoustics.

II. STUDY AIMS

Previous research on /�/ articulation and acoustic-

articulatory relationships in /�/ production has primarily

focused on sustained /�/ (e.g., Alwan et al., 1997; Zhou

et al., 2008) or on target words spoken in short carrier

phrases (e.g., Campbell et al., 2010; Espy-Wilson and

Boyce, 2000; Guenther et al., 1999). Although this research

has provided a strong foundation for our understanding of

the basic mechanics of /�/ production and of the range of

inter- and intra-speaker variation in /�/ articulation, existing

research has yet to shed light on how the mechanics underly-

ing observed patterns in /�/ articulation and acoustics inter-

act with the subtler variation in the magnitude and location

of individual gestures that is known to occur in more natural

speech tasks (Farnetani and Faber, 1992; Ferguson and

Kewley-Port, 2007; Lindblom, 1990). The comparison of /�/

production across different segmental environments, pro-

sodic contexts, and speech elicitation tasks has demonstrated

that the spatial realization of the palatal gesture (i.e., the

shape, degree, and location of the constriction) is affected

by all of these factors (e.g., Campbell et al., 2010; Delattre

and Freeman, 1968; Guenther et al., 1999; Mielke et al.,
2016; Ong and Stone, 1998; Westbury et al., 1998). This

observation of substantial context-dependent variation in /�/

articulation raises the question of how it may affect the

acoustic properties of /�/, particularly F3 values.

Additionally, as the little work that has been done on the

acoustic effect of subtle articulatory variation in /�/ produc-

tion has focused solely on variation in the realization of the

palatal gesture, the question of how variation in each of the

constrictions involved in /�/ production may or may not

affect the frequency of F3 also remains unaddressed.

This study expands upon previous work on articulatory-

acoustic relations in /�/ by examining the effect of variation

in constriction degree (CD), constriction location, and con-

striction length on F3 values in tokens of American English

/�/, with the dual goals of investigating how CD variation

for each of the three supralaryngeal constrictions /�/ affects

F3 and establishing whether variation in the length and loca-

tion of each constriction influences the sensitivity of F3 to

CD variation. We test two specific hypotheses:

(1) The effect of CD on F3 frequency values will differ

across the three gestures involved in the production of

/�/, with variation in the degree of the palatal constric-

tion having a greater effect than variation in the degree

of the labial or pharyngeal constrictions.

(2) The effect of CD on F3 values for a specific gesture will

vary systematically as a consequence of variation in the

length and location of the constriction.

The first hypothesis makes the prediction that variation

in the realization of each of the three constriction gestures

involved in /�/ production will affect F3 values differently,

with variation in some gestures corresponding to greater dif-

ferences in F3 values than in others. More specifically, the

prediction is made that variation in the degree of the palatal

constriction will affect F3 values more strongly than varia-

tion in either labial or pharyngeal CD. This prediction is

based on previous research highlighting the importance of

the palatal constriction and the front cavity resonance of the

tube anterior to it on F3 lowering (e.g., Alwan et al., 1997;

Espy-Wilson et al., 2000) and on findings relating the reduc-

tion of the palatal gesture to /�/ vocalization in non-rhotic

dialects of English (e.g., Gick, 1999).

The second hypothesis makes the prediction that varia-

tion in the articulatory parameters that correlate with differ-

ent tongue postures observed in /�/ production, namely the

length and location of lingual constrictions, will condition

differences in the strength of each constriction’s contribu-

tion to F3 lowering. That is, in addition to each constriction

differing in the extent to which variation in its realization

affects F3, large-scale variation in the realization of these

constrictions that is usually characterized as different lingual

postures will influence the extent to which each gesture

affects F3. This prediction comes about as a consequence of

the predictions of Perturbation Theory that shorter constric-

tions and constrictions closer to the velocity antinode for a

particular wavelength will lower the frequency of the corre-

sponding formant more than a longer constriction or a

constriction further away from the antinode.

Testing these hypotheses has potential implications not

only for our general understanding of how the variation
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exhibited in speech affects the acoustic signal for articulato-

rily complex segments like /�/, but also for our understand-

ing of the extent to which information about the articulation

of a phonetic unit may be encoded in the acoustic signal

accessible to listeners.

III. METHOD

A. Data collection

Articulatory and acoustic data were taken from record-

ings of six native speakers of American English (3 male and

3 female, between 23 and 33 years of age) reading sentences

from the USC-TIMIT corpus (Narayanan et al., 2014),

which is publicly available from the website http://sail.us-

c.edu/span/usc-timit.1 Three of the speakers were from

Midwestern states, two were from California, and one was

from New York. Target tokens of /�/ appeared word-initially

or word-finally, and were taken exclusively from phonetic

contexts free of lingual consonants expected to place strong

articulatory demands on the tongue (simple onsets, simple

codas, and clusters with a preceding or following labial con-

sonant). Tokens were coded for their position in the word

and for the segmental environment in which they occurred.

Between 120 and 200 tokens of /�/ were analyzed for each

speaker, with 914 tokens analyzed in all. Articulatory data

were obtained using a Real-Time Magnetic Resonance

Imaging (rtMRI) protocol developed for the analysis of

speech production in real time (Narayanan et al., 2004),

while acoustic data was extracted from simultaneous noise-

canceled audio recordings of each rtMRI recording session

(Bresch et al., 2006). Participants were recorded speaking

while lying on their back, and their airways were imaged in

the midsagittal plane with a spatial resolution of 2.9 mm per

pixel (field of view ¼ 200 � 200 mm) and slice thickness of

5 mm. Images were reconstructed in video with a frame rate

of 23.2 frames per second.

B. Articulatory analysis

1. Identification of constrictions

For the articulatory analysis, a combination of two tech-

niques was used to identify individual constrictions in the

rtMRI recordings. First, a Region of Interest (ROI) analysis

(Lammert et al., 2013) was used to estimate the time of

maximum constriction for the labial, palatal, and pharyngeal

gestures for each token of /�/. For this analysis, four pseudo-

circular regions with a radius of three pixels were manually

defined for each speaker (Fig. 1). The placement of these

regions within the vocal tract was manually determined for

each speaker based on visual inspection of the vocal tract

anatomy and articulatory positions, and was kept constant

across all instances of /�/. One region (PHAR) was defined

in the lower half of the pharynx to measure constriction

resulting from the expected low pharyngeal gesture. The

PHAR region was vertically positioned so that the most

superior portion of the region was at the approximate verti-

cal midpoint of the pharynx, to capture movement

associated with pharyngeal gestures that were both rela-

tively high and relatively low within the pharynx, and hori-

zontally so that it would capture the greatest possible extent

of tongue root retraction along the horizontal axis during

speech. A second region (LAB) was placed at the lips to

capture movement from the labial constriction gesture asso-

ciated with /�/. The LAB region was positioned horizontally

so that it covered the full width of both the upper and lower

lips in a neutral position, and positioned vertically so that it

would capture as much of the movement associated with the

lower lip as possible during speech. Taking into consider-

ation the potential for variation in tongue posture during /�/

production to substantially change the location of the palatal

constriction in the rhotic consonant, two regions were

defined to capture movement associated with this gesture.

One region (ALV) was placed immediately behind the alve-

olar ridge for each speaker and captured the alveolar and

post-alveolar regions, while a second (PAL) covered the rest

of the hard palate and part of the velum, and was placed so

that there were two pixels of overlap between it and the pos-

terior portion of the ALV region. The selection of either

the ALV or PAL region for analysis of the palatal constriction

was done on a token-to-token basis, and was based on visual

inspection of the image and the pixel intensity time function.

The time of maximum constriction for each gesture in

each token of /�/ was calculated using ROI analysis by mea-

suring the change in pixel intensity over time within each

region. The average pixel intensity inside each region was cal-

culated for each frame, with a locally weighted linear regres-

sion technique with a relatively tight kernel width of h ¼ 0.9

used to smooth the pixel intensity time series (Lammert et al.,
2010). Temporal landmarks for the constriction gestures of

interest were identified in the time series using custom soft-

ware (MVIEW, Mark Tiede, Haskins Laboratories, New

Haven, CT). To identify these temporal landmarks, the user

clicked on a display time point roughly corresponding to the

time of full formation of the desired constriction. As higher

pixel intensity indicated a greater amount of tissue in the

FIG. 1. (Color online) Region of interest placement on speaker vocal tract

in midsagittal MRI image (speaker W2 shown). From most anterior to most

posterior: LAB ¼ pink, ALV ¼ blue, PAL ¼ green, and PHAR ¼ yellow.
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region (Lammert et al., 2013), the temporal landmark of inter-

est in this study, the time of maximum constriction, was

defined as the time of the pixel intensity maximum closest to

the time point that the user selected. This temporal landmark

determined the time at which measurements were taken in the

subsequent analyses of constriction degree, location, and

length. For tokens where the temporal landmarks for the pha-

ryngeal and/or labial constriction gestures were difficult to

identify due to reduced gestural magnitude or coarticulation

(pharyngeal only: 43 tokens; labial only: 233 tokens; both

labial and pharyngeal: 54 tokens), subsequent analyses of this

constriction were based on the time of the palatal constriction

(see Sec. III C for additional details relevant to this decision).

2. Measurement of constriction degree, length,
and location

Constriction degree was measured at the ROI analysis-

determined time of maximal constriction at each constric-

tion location for each token using an air-tissue boundary

segmentation technique. Using the algorithm described in

Kim et al. (2014), upper and lower air-tissue boundaries

were automatically constructed using a series of regularly

spaced grid lines overlaid on the speaker’s vocal tract. Grid

line positioning was based on a manually drawn approxima-

tion of the centerline of the speaker’s vocal tract in an aver-

age image (Fig. 2) [see T€oger et al. (2017) for an evaluation

of the reliability of this method].

Constriction degree (CD) at each grid line for a given

frame was calculated by computing the Euclidean distance

between the point on the upper air-tissue boundary corre-

sponding to the grid line and the corresponding closest point

on the lower air-tissue boundary. The CD minimum for each

token was defined as the smallest distance measured within

a pre-determined span of candidate grid lines in the frame at

which the constriction was identified. The cohort of candi-

date grid lines for each type of constriction was determined

based on visual inspection of speakers’ vocal tract anatomy

and, for the palatal constriction, visual determination of the

region of the vocal tract over which they produced the con-

striction [Fig. 2(b)]. The cohort of candidate grid lines was

held constant for a given speaker over all analyzed tokens of

/�/. For the labial constriction, the cohort included all of the

grid lines that covered the lips at rest, and for the pharyngeal

constriction, the cohort included all of the grid lines in the

region between the superior end of the epiglottis and the

vertical midpoint of the pharynx in a neutral vocal tract. For

the palatal region, since the location of this constriction can

vary considerably both between and within speakers, the

cohort was determined based on visual inspection of the

region(s) over which individual speakers produced the pala-

tal constriction of /�/. To accommodate the potential range

of variation over which the palatal constriction could be pro-

duced, the grid line cohort for the palatal region started

slightly behind the alveolar ridge and covered the hard pal-

ate and part of the velum for all speakers.

Constriction location was calculated as the grid line

where the maximum constriction was recorded for each

token [Fig. 2(b)]. Since grid lines were constructed at regu-

lar intervals, with a 2 mm distance between the centers of

each pair of adjacent grid lines, it was possible to estimate

the relative location of each constriction within the vocal

tract by calculating the distance between that constriction

and the grid line at the larynx. To facilitate comparison

across speakers, these estimates of location were subse-

quently normalized for each speaker by the length of their

vocal tract (calculated as the geodesic distance between the

lips and the larynx for the vocal tract at rest). Constriction

length was measured by calculating the number of grid lines

adjacent to the location of the maximum constriction where

CD was within half a pixel (approximately 1.45 mm) of the

minimum CD value.

C. Acoustic analysis

Acoustic data were measured from audio recordings

made during each speaker’s rtMRI recording session.

Although the denoising protocol used on the audio record-

ings has been observed to produce some reverberation

effects in the resulting audio signal, no significant distortion

of the speech spectrum is expected to result from this proto-

col (Bresch et al., 2006; Lammert and Narayanan, 2015).

Prior to analysis, formant time series were extracted from all

sound files and resampled from the original 20 Hz sampling

rate to 23.2 Hz to match the sampling rate of the recorded

video. This was done to facilitate the accurate extraction of

formant information at time points corresponding to mea-

sured articulatory landmarks.

The first three formant values were automatically

extracted at the time of the maximal constriction for each

gesture in each token of /�/ using a script in Praat (Boersma

and Weenik, 2016). Formant tracking was configured to find

five formants below 5000 Hz for male speakers and five for-

mants below 5500 Hz range for female speakers. The values

of the first three formants (F1, F2, and F3) were used to

check for formant tracking issues in individual tokens,

although F1 was not used in any articulatory-acoustic analy-

sis. The F3 value measured at the time of maximum palatal

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Example of upper and lower air tissue boundaries

used for constriction degree calculation in midsagittal MRI image; (b)

Analysis grid used for constriction location calculation (dashed white line

¼ region of grid line cohort for the palatal constriction; bold white line ¼
calculated location of constriction for frame shown).
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constriction was used for the main analyses reported here

and was selected for analysis for two reasons. First, for

many tokens, the maximum constriction of one or more ges-

tures occurred within the same frame of rtMRI data. This

was expected given that average intergestural timing differ-

ences previously reported for the three constriction gestures

in /�/ are within the time span captured by one frame in the

rtMRI data (approximately 43 ms) (Campbell et al., 2010).

Second, for those tokens where the time of maximum palatal

constriction was measurably different from that of either the

labial or the pharyngeal constriction, the change in labial

and/or pharyngeal CD between their own time of maximum

constriction and the time of maximum palatal constriction

was consistently very small (generally 1.45 mm or less).

For some tokens, the LPC analysis used to track for-

mants in Praat failed to correctly identify the F3 contour.

This occurred primarily when F2 and F3 were extremely

close together, although in some instances F3 appeared to be

incorrectly tracked due to a slightly lower than normal

amplitude. These tokens were either excluded from analysis

or, when F2 and F3 were clearly distinguishable in the spec-

trogram, were estimated manually using the midpoint of the

visible F3 band.

IV. RESULTS

A. Relationship between constriction degree and F3

1. Main effects of palatal, pharyngeal, and labial
constriction degree

All statistical analyses were run in R (R Core Team,

2016). Initial and final consonants were pooled in this and all

subsequent analyses.1 To test Hypothesis 1, that the effect of

constriction degree on F3 would differ across the distinct

constrictions involved in /�/ production, a multiple linear

regression was calculated separately for each speaker to pre-

dict F3 based on palatal CD, pharyngeal CD, and labial CD.1

Models were fit using the lm() function and a summary of

each model’s output was obtained using the summary()

function, which calculates the significance of partial regres-

sion coefficients using a Student’s t-distribution with N-k-1
degrees of freedom (N ¼ number of observations and k
¼ number of predictors). Additionally, the standardized

effect size measurement Cohen’s f 2 (Cohen, 1988) was cal-

culated for each predictor in each model to facilitate the

cross-model comparison of local effect sizes. The results of

these analyses for each speaker are given in Table I. It is

worth noting that, although multiple regression and the effect

size analyzes conducted here generally consider samples as

independent of one another, the tokens used to fit models in

this analysis cannot strictly be considered independent as

they come from the same speaker.

A visual representation of the results of the multiple

regression analyses are given in Fig. 3.1 Palatal CD was

found to be a significant predictor of F3 for all speakers, with

a positive relationship observed in all cases (all p < 0.001).

This indicates that for all speakers, a decrease in the distance

between the tongue and the palate at the point of palatal con-

striction corresponded to a decrease in F3 values.

Pharyngeal CD was found to be a statistically signifi-

cant predictor of F3 for four of the six speakers (W1: b
¼ 15.7, p < 0.001; M1: b ¼ 30, p < 0.0001; W2: b ¼ 65.1,

p < 0.0001; M3: b ¼ 10.02, p ¼ 0.02). For all four speakers

who exhibited a significant effect of pharyngeal CD on F3,

the slope of the relationship was positive, indicating that a

smaller distance between the tongue and the pharyngeal

wall at the point of pharyngeal constriction corresponded to

smaller F3 values.

Finally, labial CD, like pharyngeal CD, was not found

to be a consistent predictor of F3 for all speakers. Labial CD

was a statistically significant predictor of F3 in the multiple

regression models fit to four of the speakers’ data (W1: b
¼ 10.1, p < 0.001; M2: b ¼ 9.94, p < 0.001; W3: b ¼ 36.8,

p ¼ 0.01; M3: b ¼ 34.6, p < 0.0001), but was not a signifi-

cant predictor for the remaining two speakers. As a unique

labial constriction gesture could not be identified for a large

number of tokens, an analysis was also run on the subset of

tokens for which a gesture could be identified. The results of

TABLE I. Regression results for palatal, pharyngeal, and labial constriction degree as predictors of F3 [F3 mean (Hz), unstandardized (b), and standardized

(b) regression coefficients, the standard error of the unstandardized regression coefficient (SE b), partial R2, and Cohen’s f 2 shown]. Significance at the 95%

level denoted by boldface regression coefficient.

W1 M1 W2 M2 W3 M3

F3 �x 2068 1592 2139 1722 2009 1669

PAL b(b) 84.1(0.42) 30.5(0.19) 60(0.43) 29.6(0.41) 86.3(0.41) 21.5(0.18)

SE b 9.4 12.6 8.2 5.6 20.23 5.75

R2 0.279 0.137 0.215 0.165 0.166 0.11

f 2 0.44 0.12 0.307 0.212 0.193 0.118

PHAR b(b) 15.7(0.16) 30(0.34) 65.1(0.40) 8.1(0.08) 5.83(0.03) 10.2(0.09)

SE b 5.7 6.7 10.4 10.1 14.5 4.3

R2 0.0621 0.172 0.185 0.002 0.05 0.06

f 2 0.062 0.14 0.259 0.019 0.01 0.09

LAB b(b) 10.1(0.18) 3.83(0.03) 6.3 (0.04) 9.94(0.17) 36.8(0.24) 34.6(0.28)

SE b 3.76 5.23 3.58 3.2 14.85 7.45

R2 0.034 0.004 0.023 0.053 0.113 0.13

f 2 0.04 0.018 0.04 0.065 0.063 0.193
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this analysis did not differ from the analysis presented here

in terms of the significance of the labial constriction as a

predictor of F3.1 As was observed for both palatal and pha-

ryngeal CD, the relationship between labial CD and F3 was

positive for all speakers.

2. Effect size for the relationship between CD and F3
across constrictions

For each of the speakers, CD was found to be a signifi-

cant predictor of F3 for more than one constriction location.

While constrictions for which CD was not a significant pre-

dictor of F3 must intuitively have a weaker effect on F3 val-

ues than those found to be significant predictors for a given

speaker, the question remains as to whether any differences

in effect size are observed among the significant predictors.

In order to determine if there were statistically significant

differences in the size of the effect of CD on F3 for a given

speaker’s constrictions, 95% confidence intervals of all sig-

nificant regression slopes were compared for each speaker.

Additionally, Cohen’s f 2 (Cohen, 1988) was used for the

comparison of effect sizes between speakers.

A graphical comparison of the confidence intervals for

each speaker’s slope is given in Fig. 4. As mentioned previ-

ously, pharyngeal CD was found to be a significant predictor

of F3 for four of the six speakers. For three of these speakers

(M1, W2, and M3), there was considerable overlap between

the confidence intervals for palatal and pharyngeal CD as

predictors of F3, indicating that there is not a statistically

significant difference between these slopes. For the speaker

W1, there was a significant difference between palatal and

pharyngeal CD such that the effect of palatal CD on F3 was

larger. Given that pharyngeal CD was not found to be a sig-

nificant predictor of F3 for speakers M2 and W3, and

FIG. 3. (Color online) Scatterplots of Palatal, Pharyngeal, and Labial CD (in mm) vs F3 (in Hz) for all speakers. Regression of CD at each location as a pre-

dictor of F3 is shown for each speaker (Palatal ¼ teal, Pharyngeal ¼ yellow, Labial ¼ purple).

FIG. 4. (Color online) 95% confidence intervals of all regression slopes for all speakers. Confidence intervals that cross the zero point on the graph (vertical

dotted line) indicate a non-significant slope.
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subsequently must have a smaller effect on F3 than palatal

CD for those speakers, it appears that if there is an inequity

in the effect of palatal CD and pharyngeal CD on F3 for

these three speakers, it is consistently in the direction where

palatal CD has a stronger effect.

Labial CD was found to be a significant predictor of F3

for four speakers (W1, M2, M3, and W3). For two of these

speakers, the 95% confidence intervals for labial and palatal

CD do not overlap, indicating that there is a statistically

significant difference between the two slopes. In both of

these cases the direction of the difference is such that the

regression coefficient for palatal CD is significantly larger.

According to Cohen (1988), the f 2 statistic can be inter-

preted as indicating whether the effect of the predictor on

the independent variable is small (f 2 � 0.02), medium (f 2

� 0.15), or large (f 2 � 0.35). Under these guidelines, the

effect size differences already surmised for different ges-

tures based on overall significance and confidence intervals

for the slope of the regression line are similarly borne out in

the calculated f 2 values (Fig. 5). Most notably, for all speak-

ers, palatal CD has a medium-to-large effect on F3 per the

f 2 statistic, while for all but one speaker (M3), the effect of

labial CD on F3 is small to nonexistent. Additionally, the f 2

values calculated for pharyngeal CD indicate that this pre-

dictor has a small effect on F3 for the three speakers for

whom there is evidence of a difference in the effect of pala-

tal and pharyngeal CD on F3 (W1, M2, and W3), while the

effect size levels surmised for the other three speakers based

on the f 2 statistic are roughly equivalent for pharyngeal and

palatal constrictions.

B. Between-speaker variation in constriction length
and location

The results of the multiple regression analysis indicate

that a division can be made among the speakers in this study

with respect to how variation in the realization of different

constrictions affects F3. Three of the speakers (M1, W2, and

M3) exhibit relatively equal effects of the palatal and pha-

ryngeal gesture on F3, while an asymmetry in the effect of

the palatal and pharyngeal gestures on F3 is observed for the

other three speakers (W1, M2, and W3) such that there is a

larger effect of the palatal gesture. Between-speaker differ-

ences in articulatory strategies for producing /�/ may explain

the observed speaker-specific patterns in how individual

gestures affect F3 sensitivity (Hypothesis 2), specifically in

terms of the spatial realization of the palatal and pharyngeal

constrictions. To assess how the four measurements convey-

ing information about the spatial realization of the lingual

constrictions (palatal constriction length, palatal constriction

location, pharyngeal constriction length, and pharyngeal

constriction location) varied across the six speakers in this

study, a series of analyses were conducted using Welch’s

analysis of variance (ANOVA). Welch’s ANOVA was

selected for these analyses due to significant Levene’s test

results indicating that unequal variances were observed

when comparing length and location across speakers

(8.3 � F � 18.6, all p < 0.0001). Post hoc comparisons

between individual speakers were made using the Games-

Howell test.

Welch’s ANOVA showed a significant main effect of

speaker for both palatal and pharyngeal constriction location

[Palatal: F(5, 379.59) ¼ 193.63, p < 0.0001; Pharyngeal:

F(5, 378.46) ¼ 378.46, p < 0.0001] (Fig. 6). Post hoc com-

parisons for palatal constriction location indicated that the

location of this constriction was significantly more anterior

for W1, M2, and W3 than for M1, W2, and M3, and that

W1 and M2 additionally produced the palatal gesture with a

more anterior constriction than W3. For pharyngeal con-

striction location, all pairwise comparisons between speak-

ers were found to be significantly different in post hoc
analyses (all p < 0.005). Notably, the location of the pha-

ryngeal constriction was lower in the pharynx for speakers

W1, M2, and W3 than for speakers M1, W2, and M3, dem-

onstrating a grouping pattern among the speakers similar to

that observed for palatal constriction location.

The between-speakers comparisons of palatal and pha-

ryngeal constriction length also showed a significant main

effect of speaker [Palatal: F(5, 371.77) ¼ 48.32, p < 0.0001;

Pharyngeal: F(5, 372.14) ¼ 8.59, p < 0.0001] (Fig. 7). Post
hoc comparisons indicated that the length of the palatal con-

striction was significantly shorter for M2 than all speakers

except W3 (all p < 0.01), shorter for W3 than all speakers

except M2 and W1 (all p < 0.01), and shorter for speaker

W1 than for M1, W2, and M3 (all p < 0.01), while pharyn-

geal constriction length was significantly shorter for M3

than for all other speakers except M2 (all p< 0.05) and

longer for speaker M1 than the other male speakers (all

p< 0.05).

V. DISCUSSION

A. Effect size across distinct constrictions

The results of this experiment support the hypothesis

that the acoustic signal is differentially affected by CD of

different constrictions in the production of /�/. In the multi-

ple linear regression models fit to each speaker’s data (see

FIG. 5. (Color online) f 2 for all regression slopes for all speakers (L

¼ labial, P ¼ palatal, PH ¼ pharyngeal). Benchmarks for small, medium,

and large effect sizes are indicated by vertical dotted lines (small ¼ purple,

medium ¼ teal, large ¼ yellow).
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Sect. IV), the effect of palatal CD on F3 was found to be

statistically significant for all speakers, with f 2values sug-

gesting a medium-to-large effect of palatal CD on F3.

However, neither labial nor pharyngeal CD was observed to

be as consistent or as consistently strong a predictor of mea-

sured F3 values as palatal CD. These results indicate that

individual speakers differ in how variation in the degree of

each constriction involved in /�/ production affects the

acoustic signal, specifically with respect to the effect of the

labial and pharyngeal constrictions.

The extent to which a change in the degree of one con-

striction affects F3 is likely indicative of the importance of

this constriction for maintaining the characteristically low

F3 value associated with /�/. Of the six speakers examined

in this study, three of the speakers (W1, M2, and W3) dem-

onstrated an asymmetry in the size of the effect of palatal

and pharyngeal CD on F3 such that a decrease in CD at the

palatal place of articulation will have a much more substan-

tial effect on lowering F3 than a comparable decrease in

CD at the pharyngeal place of articulation. This suggests

that for these speakers, the palatal constriction carries

greater responsibility for maintaining a low F3 than the

pharyngeal constriction does, and indeed (given the results

for the effect of labial CD on F3) would suggest that the

palatal constriction is primarily responsible for this charac-

teristic acoustic property of /�/.2 Conversely, for the other

speakers (M1, W2, and M3), a decrease in CD at the palatal

place of articulation appears to have an F3-lowering effect

relatively similar in size to that observed for a comparable

change at the pharyngeal place of articulation, all else

being equal.

Speakers in this study also differed in whether or not

labial CD was found to be a consistent predictor of F3.

However, the relative size of the effect of labial CD on F3 is

to some extent more consistent across speakers, as it was

smaller than the effect of palatal CD for all but one speaker

(M3). The observation of reduced labial contributions to F3

values in /�/ provides the most consistent evidence that the

three constrictions involved in /�/ production differentially

affect F3 values for this segment, and may explain why, of

the three gestures involved in the production of /�/, the labial

gesture is the only one known to vary in its attestation in

rhotic dialects of American English.

The observation that the effect of labial CD on F3 is

generally weaker than the effect of palatal CD is surprising

from the perspective of acoustic theory, although it is con-

sistent with previous experimental and modelling work on

acoustic-articulatory relations in /�/ (Bakst and Johnson,

2018; Hashi et al., 2003). As the lips are the location of a

velocity antinode for all formants, we would expect that F3

should be sensitive to the degree of constriction at the lips,

and indeed might expect this to be a more stable and larger

effect than that of pharyngeal CD on F3. This discrepancy

may be due to the fact that the predictions of Perturbation

FIG. 6. (Color online) Boxplots show-

ing mean (a) palatal and (b) pharyngeal

constriction location measurements for

each speaker (normalized location val-

ues; higher values are more anterior).

Whiskers indicate 1.5 IQR above or

below the first and third quartiles of

the data.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Boxplots show-

ing mean (a) palatal and (b) pharyngeal

constriction length measurements for

each speaker. Whiskers indicate 1.5

IQR above or below the first and third

quartiles of the data.
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Theory are based on a simple model with a single constric-

tion in the vocal tract, while /�/ is produced through the

coordination of multiple constrictions. In their examination

of sensitivity functions generated for retroflex and bunched

productions of /�/, Zhou and colleagues (2008) found that

F3 was less sensitive to perturbation at the lips than it was at

the location of either the palatal or pharyngeal constriction

for both postures. It seems likely that this potential differ-

ence in the strength of the sensitivity function at different

locations, in conjunction with differences in the amount of

perturbation introduced by each constriction, may result in

the effects of one or more constrictions obscuring the

effect of a weaker constriction on F3. This possibility, as

well as the role of lip protrusion and rounding on the effect

of the labial constriction, will need to be investigated

more thoroughly in future research as a potential explana-

tion for the asymmetric patterns observed across speakers

in this study.

B. Interaction between speaker-specific articulatory
preferences and acoustics

The results of the multiple regression analysis support

Hypothesis (1) that different constrictions involved in /�/

production influence the value of the characteristically low

rhotic F3 values to different extents. This is demonstrated

both by the generally smaller effect of labial CD on F3 (rela-

tive to palatal CD) and by the difference in effect size for

palatal and pharyngeal CD observed in three of the six

speakers.

Hypothesis (2) predicts that differences in the relative

effect of palatal and pharyngeal CD on F3 for different

speakers may be explained by interspeaker variation in the

constriction length and location that the speakers employ.

These results provide partial support for this prediction, as

the observed patterns of interspeaker variation in the relative

effects of different constrictions on F3 seem to parallel indi-

vidual differences in the length and location of the two lin-

gual gestures observed in the between-speakers analysis of

these parameters. The speakers examined in this study can

be divided into two groups based on both the relationship

between CD and F3 for the palatal and pharyngeal constric-

tions, and on individual differences in the length and loca-

tion of these constrictions, with W1, M2, and W3 patterning

together, and M1, W2, and M3 patterning similarly to one

another, but contrasting with the other three speakers.

Speakers W1, M2, and W3 pattern together in a way

that can be described as exhibiting “palatal dominance” in

the relationship between CD and F3 values. For these speak-

ers, palatal CD was a stronger predictor of F3 than either

pharyngeal or labial CD. This division of speakers based on

their observed patterns of behavior also carries over to their

attested articulator postures, with the palatal-dominant

speakers preferring tongue postures in which the palatal

constriction was on average both shorter and more anterior,

and the pharyngeal constriction was shorter and lower in the

pharynx, than those produced by the palatal-pharyngeal

equivalent speakers (M1, W2, and M3). These parallel

patterns of behavior strongly suggest that individual differ-

ences in /�/ production lead to corresponding differences in

articulatory-acoustic relations in /�/, and specifically cause

differences in the extent to which each constriction involved

in /�/ production affects the segment’s F3 value.

This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the spe-

cific patterns of articulatory and acoustic co-variation

observed here pattern in a manner that can be explained by

Perturbation Theory and the specific ways in which changes

to the length or location of a constriction would be predicted

to influence the sensitivity function for a given formant. In

particular, the differences in the location of the pharyngeal

constriction for the two groups seems to provide a promising

explanation of the asymmetry in the effect of palatal and

pharyngeal CD on F3 for the palatal-dominant speakers, and

the lack of a corresponding asymmetry for the other speak-

ers. The lower pharyngeal constrictions exhibited by the

palatal-dominant speakers are closer to the F3-raising veloc-

ity node at the glottis, and likely further from the F3 velocity

antinode in the lower half of the pharynx, than those favored

by the other speaker group, and therefore they are not as

optimally positioned to lower F3. This difference in the

location of the pharyngeal constriction between the two

groups of speakers appears to outweigh any effect of the

slightly longer pharyngeal constrictions exhibited by the

palatal-pharyngeal speakers on F3 lowering, perhaps

because the shorter pharyngeal constrictions produced by

the palatal dominant speakers are far enough from the F3

velocity antinode that their decreased length does not sub-

stantially increase their F3-lowering effect.

The observed patterns are also consistent with the pre-

dictions of analyses focusing on formant-cavity affiliations,

as modeling work has suggested that the cavity affiliation of

F3 in /�/ may change from the resonance of the cavity ante-

rior to the palatal constriction to the resonance of the cavity

posterior to this constriction when the front cavity volume is

sufficiently large (Zhou et al., 2008). Under this analysis, a

greater effect of pharyngeal constriction degree on F3 may

be expected when the palatal constriction is more posterior,

matching the pattern observed in the present data.

However, additional research will be necessary to rule

out the possibility that factors covarying with constriction

length and location may be partially responsible for individ-

ual differences in the influence of the different constrictions

involved in /�/ production on F3. For example, the individ-

ual differences in the length and location of lingual constric-

tions observed between the two groups of speakers reflect

differences in the typical tongue shapes these speakers

exhibit. The “palatal-dominant” speakers all seem to favor

productions of /�/ that utilize the tongue tip or blade in form-

ing the palatal constriction (M2 and W3: blade-up and occa-

sionally retroflex /�/; W1: tip-up bunched /�/), while the

speakers exhibiting equivalence in the effect of the palatal

and pharyngeal constrictions tended to prefer tip-down

bunched postures. Additionally, recent work by King and

Ferragne (2020) suggests a relationship between degree of

lip protrusion and tongue shape in Anglo-English /�/,
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introducing the possibility that the articulatory realization of

the labial constriction may also covary with the length and

location of the lingual constrictions. These differences in

tongue shape and labial constriction realization may have

their own consequences for the acoustic contribution of each

constriction independent of variation in lingual constriction

length and location, a possibility that will need to be exam-

ined in future work.

C. Future directions

The question remains whether dimensions of articula-

tory variability unexplored here, such as gestural timing and

other dynamic articulatory properties, may affect the F3

lowering effect of different constrictions across tokens.

Previous research has shown that the relative sequencing of

gestures for /�/ proceeds from front to back in onset position,

while both the pharyngeal and labial gesture precede the

palatal gesture in coda position (Campbell et al., 2010; Gick

and Campbell, 2003). It is possible that variation in the

sequencing of these gestures in different prosodic positions

may have a considerable influence on F3 values across

tokens of /�/, and that variation in the timing of the gestures

may affect the extent to which the degree of each constric-

tion affects F3 lowering, as suggested by research highlight-

ing the importance of a delayed palatal gesture in

derhoticization in Scottish English (Lawson et al., 2018).

Although the temporal resolution of the data used in this

paper was not sufficient to adequately address the potential

role of these gestural dynamics, future analysis of rtMRI

data collected at a higher frame rate may help shed light on

these questions.

Additionally, the extent to which vocal tract morphology

influences the variation in articulatory-acoustic relations

observed among the participants in this study remains in ques-

tion. Recent research has demonstrated that anatomical factors

influence both the degree of nonlinearity observed in the rela-

tionship between articulation and acoustics (e.g., Brunner

et al., 2009; Lammert et al., 2011) and, perhaps in part as a

consequence of this, the articulatory strategies selected by

individual speakers in production (Dediu and Moisik, 2019).

As the results of this study suggest that individual differences

in the articulatory strategies used to produce /�/ affect the rela-

tive sensitivity of F3 lowering, further research will be needed

to determine how this pattern may itself relate to individual

differences in vocal tract morphology.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study presents an analysis of how articulatory varia-

tion observed in the production of English /�/ influences the

relative sensitivity of F3 to variation in the degree of the three

constriction gestures involved in its production. Specifically,

although the labial constriction affects F3 values less than the

palatal constriction for most speakers, speakers differ in the

relative sensitivities of F3 to variation in the palatal and pha-

ryngeal constrictions: while the palatal constriction has a

larger effect on F3 lowering than the pharyngeal constriction

for half of the speakers, for other speakers, F3 values are not

differentially affected by variation in the degree of these con-

strictions. The relative sensitivity of F3 lowering to variation

in the palatal and pharyngeal constrictions seems to depend

on between-speaker variation in the location of the palatal

and pharyngeal constrictions, with speakers who favored

more inferior pharyngeal and more anterior palatal constric-

tions exhibiting a greater asymmetry in their contribution to

F3 values than speakers who favored more superior pharyn-

geal and more posterior palatal constrictions. Further research

will be needed to examine the role these same factors play in

within-speaker variation in the relative contributions of dif-

ferent constrictions to F3 lowering in /�/.
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